Abstract: CoFFEE (Collaborative Face to Face Educational Environment) is a suite of applications that has been designed to let teachers and students cooperate during classroom discussions. Teachers can author and design CoFFEE sessions, where each step includes instances of different cooperative tools chosen in a significantly large set (more than 10 tools are currently available). The session is, then, executed in classroom/lab where the collaborative discussion takes place. All CoFFEE tools are highly configurable and, thanks to the concept of session, the functionalities can be adapted for schools of different grade and even for university courses.
INTRODUCTION
Collaborative learning addresses the situations where the learners work together in a group on a collection of collective tasks. In collaborative learning (Johnson and Johnson 1998) , students at various skill levels work together in small groups in order to reach a common goal. A common mechanism is that they are responsible for one another's learning as well as for their own: in this way the success of a student helps, to some extent, other students to be successful. Traditionally, collaborative learning activities have been studied in classroom settings where students meet face to face (Webb and Palinscar, 1996, Slavin et al., 2003) . Collaboration and argumentation seem crucial in the learning process (Andriessen et al., 2003) , since they force learners to express more formally their thoughts and listen to and react to other persons' ideas. The benefits mainly come from the collaborative context: in general, a group of students generates more ideas because working as a part of a team can stimulate and encourage individuals to generate new ideas; furthermore, a group member can use an idea in a different way from the originator; moreover, a group can better detect inherent problems of a certain proposal than an individual person and each group member can learn from others improving his own knowledge. Several examples of using face to face argumentation in the classroom by using ad-hoc tools are reported in (Overdijk and Van Diggelen, 2005; Van Amelsvoort and Munneke, 2005) .
With the widespread availability of computers in the classrooms (not to mention the netbooks, a cheap alternative to laptops), collaborative learning can be enriched with a variety of technology-enhanced cooperative learning activities, inside as well as outside the traditional classroom context. Experiences of computer supported collaborative activities have already been explored in the Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) field and indicate that electronic meeting systems (EMS) seem to be a promising way to support face to face discussions (Borghoff and Schlichter, 2000; Nunamaker et al., 1991) . Text-based, electronic meeting systems are a specific subset of CSCW applications that are successfully used in professional practice to support problem solving and decision making. The support provided by this kind of groupware aims to improve some critical points of face to face meetings (Borghoff and Schlichter, 2000) : the time is partitioned among all potential speakers (airtime fragmentation), participants may be hesitant to contribute with ideas, fearing the lack of originality, importance or relevancy, and rely on others to accomplish the common task; participants devote their attention to already contributed ideas rather than generate new ones; participants often fails to remember because they lack focus on communication, misinterpreting or missing concepts; some participants dominate throughout the meeting; information is generated and presented faster than the participants can process it.
EMS aim to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of face to face meetings. They allow group members to work simultaneously, reducing the airtime fragmentation. They make the meeting contents persistent, reducing the lack of memory. The possibility of contributing anonymously reduces the evaluation apprehension. Moreover, electronic meeting systems can provide users with both a temporal structure and a structured content of the discussion which enable users to arrange the discussion on a deeper level of comprehension so that a more focused and in-depth elaboration of topics may occur.
The issues of face to face meetings we have enlisted above have been spotted throughout the observations of collaborative activities in classroom, during the early phase of our study.
Our research in this field has been mainly conducted within the European-funded (VI Framework) project LEAD "Technology-enhanced Learning and Problemsolving Discussions: Networked Learning Environment in the Classroom"lead. The LEAD project lasted three years and finished on November 2008. The main project's goal was to design and implement an application for the cooperation in the classroom that addressed some of the limitations we discussed and enabled students to have a effective and fruitful learning experience. The pedagogical partners in project conducted preliminary studies in classroom (reported in detail in LEADDL41) and they identified the following main issues:
The way of managing the " dominant voices" in the classroom could be the technology, where the teacher is made aware of " all students' ideas and potential contributions, so he can subtly invite less active students to share their ideas with the rest of the class" LEADDL41. In this way, teacher's role of mediator in the discussion is empowered by a larger knowledge of the opinions in the class.
Situatedness: the fluidity of both classroom practice and the connected environments (educational but also organizational) suggests that teachers often need to "re-shape" the pedagogical scenarios when the situation changes. The support of the technology here is meant to ensure that shifting focus and re-arranging scenarios and plans is smooth and can be easily realized in an effective manner.
As previously described, such questions are already pointed out in face to face meetings and we believe that also collaborative learning can take advantage of a groupware which aims to address these critical points. Moreover, computer support offers new possibility to improve the results of collaborative learning activities. A fundamental point is the reviewability (Olson and Olson, 2000) , that is the possibility to review in each moment participants' contributions. Similarly, it is also important the revisability, that is the possibility that a user can modify its own previous contribution. Both these characteristics play an important role in supporting the learning process and its evolution (Simons, 2006 , Stahl et al., 2006 . Reviewability and revisibility are results of the persistence mechanism that allows to keep, efficiently and securely, a record of all activities carried out during the discussion. Obviously, this is a fundamental feature also for the researcher, who can manipulate such traces to perform experiments and refined analysis.
However, differently from CSCW where the collaboration and knowledge sharing aim to reach productive goals, in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) the focus is knowledge building.
A system that mediates learners' interactions should include several kinds of support. It is well known that in the collaborative learning setting there is no guarantee that the collaboration will be effective and actually produce knowledge building. CSCL systems require specific support to drive the collaboration towards learning aims, favoring specific interactions and making the collaborative process effective. For this reason a fundamental requirement for CSCL systems is supporting and integrating pedagogical principles into the collaboration process to scaffold the collaborative learning.
The aim of the LEAD project was to design and develop a Discussion Support System (DSS) that is in charge of providing students with tools supporting the organization and helping the structuring of knowledge and debates.
In this chapter we discuss CoFFEE (Collaborative face to face Educational Environment), a face to face cooperative environment composed of several applications supporting each phase of the collaborative learning process.
A wide range of tools are provided by CoFFEE, the most important being the Threaded Discussion Tool and the Graphical Discussion Tool (presented later in the paper with other tools). The Threaded Discussion Tool (illustrated in Fig. 5 ) provides a more structured organization of debates going beyond the temporal sequence and highlighting the relationships between related arguments. The Graphical Discussion Tool (shown in Fig. 5 ) is in charge of providing students with means to collaboratively build and graphically represent their opinions. Furthermore CoFFEE has been designed to allow the integration of new tools.
The system has been designed and developed not only to provide collaborative tools but also to support the collaborative process, so that it can follow pedagogical guidelines and models able to improve the effectiveness of the process itself. CoFFEE includes functionalities to support the creation and execution of collaborative scripts with the intent of fostering the collaborative process.
The two common needs of evaluating students' achievements, for the teachers, and to study the effectiveness of the collaborative learning process, for pedagogical researchers, are explicitly addressed in CoFFEE by keeping a detailed trace of the interactions together with the ability to re-load and replay them. The trace format has been defined so that it can be studied through the Trace Analysis Tool named Tatiana (Dyke, et al., 2009) , developed by the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Saint-Etienne (France), one of the partners of the LEAD project.
In the section CoFFEE Overview the suite of applications will be described with their roles and functionalities. We will also review the case studies involving CoFFEE, by discussing the motivations that have lead its Design and Development Process. Then, the next two sections contain the description of the Technology and Architecture on which CoFFEE is built.
This will help the reader to have a clear context from which we will be able to ground the description of the Guidelines of CoFFEE design that are, somewhat, orthogonal to the successive systematic description of CoFFEE Features. These two sections will substantiate our claim of CoFFEE being an expandable and rich platform for computer-mediated collaboration support.
Finally, we briefly present some details on CoFFEE Evaluation and current usage, conducted (in part) within the LEAD project and we will close our paper with some Conclusions.
CoFFEE OVERVIEW
Here we present a general picture of the whole system, describing the several components, their functionalities and interactions.
CoFFEE is a suite of applications: the Class Editor, the Session Editor, the Lesson Planner, the CoFFEE Controller and the CoFFEE Discusser (see Fig. 1 ). CoFFEE is logically divided into two different applications: the Controller, to be used by the teacher to coordinate the collaborative activities and the Discusser that is used by each student to participate to the discussion.
The brief presentation of the tools here is just an introduction since the tools are fully described later in the paper. Two fundamental tools are the Threaded Discussion tool and the Graphical Discussion tool. They may help learners to represent the problem space and to organize their interactions. This kind of support is expected by the possibility to connect related contributions so that the discussion can be organized in a logical order that reflects learners' reasoning.
Together with this two tools the user can use other tools each offering a different way of collaborating: the Group Presence tool reports the presence and the group membership awareness within the each group member, the CoWriter tool is a cooperative writing system with turn taking (just one user writes at any time), Private Notes tool allows the user to have a personal workspace to let him to jot down some notes; the Positionometer provides a configurable voting system. The way in which several tools are used together is planned in advance by the teacher: in collaborative learning environment there is no guarantee that the collaboration will be effective in order to produce knowledge building. For this reason it is fundamental to support and integrate pedagogical principles into the collaboration process. Collaboration can be influenced by structuring the process as a script which can follow specific pedagogical goals and methods (Jermann and Dillenbourg, 2003; Kollar et al., 2006; Bouyias and Demetriadis, 2012) . The scripts allows to structure the collaborative learning processes in order to trigger group interactions that may not occur in less structured environment. In CoFFEE the structured collaborative process is described in a session file.
A session is a sequence of steps; each step can have one or more groups of students; each group within each given step will use a set of tools chosen from the set of predefined tools. The groups can have the same set of tools or a different set of tools. Moreover, within each step and for each group, the same tool can be present with different configurations: a typical application of such mechanism is to allow the students to have the same tool in a private (personal) version together with a shared collaborative one. An example of a CoFFEE session with three steps is shown in Fig. 2 : in the first step there all the students belong to just one group that will offers the Threaded Discussion Tool with two different configurations, and a Graphical Discussion Tool; in the second step there are two groups: both groups have an occurrence of the Group Presence and two occurrences of the Threaded Discussion Tool. Finally, in the third step there are two groups: both the groups have an occurrence of the Group Presence but the first group has an occurrence of the CoWriter Tool, while the second group has an occurrence of the Graphical Discussion Tool. The sessions can be created from scratch or by specializing some pre-assembled template sessions that have been designed from the experiences and the research by pedagogists. Creating a session from scratch allows the teacher to define his/her own collaborative process and every configuration detail. The provided session templates represent a set of models corresponding to different collaborative process. For instance, each template session provides the number of step (not configurable), the number of groups in each step (configurable), the set of tool for each step (not configurable).
In Fig. 3 we show the interactions among the CoFFEE components dedicated to handle the session design and its execution. The Session Editor and the Lesson Planner can be used to create sessions (XML documents). The Lesson Planner offers a simple interface, providing access to several templates of scripts from which the user can choose a template on the basis of the desired activities. The template, then, can be contextualized by the teacher by filling in the details of each activity. Then, the Session Editor offers to more experienced users the possibility to fine-tune the script as originated by the Lesson Planner or, alternatively, to create a new script from scratch. The Session Editor offers a more complex interface than the Lesson Planner, that allows to manage every detail of the script.
The group composition at runtime is facilitated by the Class Editor that allows to define a default group for each student so that groups can be pre-assembled by the teacher. The teacher can still change the groups composition at any time during the execution.
The Controller executes the session, optionally using a class file created by the Class Editor that contains the class composition and, possibly, the groups initial setting. The Controller has a synchronized visualization of all groups' activities, with the same layout as in the Discusser, and allows the teacher to interact with learners (Fig. 4) . The teacher, by using the Controller is in charge for deciding when to begin/end the script execution and when to move to next step (steps are synchronized), manage turn/taking, block/unblock/disconnect specific students, turn on/off anonymity and manage groups composition. The Controller provides access to the whole sequence of steps, and for each step shows the set of groups. For each group, the set of tools is shown. Moreover, the Controller allows to manage groups and floor control.
CoFFEE TOOLS
The collaborative tools that are part of the CoFFEE system provide learners several structural features that may facilitate problem solving and learning in groups. Each tool is designed in order to help learners to represent the problem space and to organize the interactions with other students and with the problem space. This kind of support is expected because of the possibility of connecting students contributions so that the discussion can be organized in a logical order that reflects learners' reasoning. The use of `connections' enables users to respond explicitly addressing previous contributions even if they do not directly precede in time: this mechanism enables learners to go beyond the temporal order, unleashing the capability of organizing and associate contributions in a more meaningful way. Similarly, the use of a notation system (a set of labels that represents certain communicative actions) can help the achievement of learning goals by soliciting specific communicative actions expected in a learning process.
All the tools in CoFFEE follow an important guideline called malleability Lonchamp, i. e., they have many configurable options, so that they can better fit different users needs. Some of the configurable options are common to all the tools, for example the anonymity or the possibility to use a tool in a private workspace instead of a collaborative workspace. Many other options are tool specific.
Threaded Tool
The Threaded Discussion tool allows synchronous messaging between the users, structuring the contribution in threads (Fig. 5, top) . As reported in literature (see (Smith et al., 2000) for a detailed description) the standard chats have limitations at managing the discussion flow and organizing turn taking, making, sometimes, comprehension difficult since they introduce a certain ambiguity in the interactions, by not offering the (natural) correlation between contributions and replies. The shortcomings of a standard chat are well known (Herring, 1999; Smith et al., 2000; O'Neill and Martin, 2003; Lonchamp, 2005; Pimentel et al., 2003) and particular attention is paid to the difficulties in following the discussion flow, that is often beyond the time ordering offered by the chat. The threaded chat mechanism is recognized as one of the natural solutions to address the standard chat lacks of coherence (other proposals are presented in (Xiao and Litzinger, 2005; Geyer et al., 2004; Vronay et al., 1999) ).
One of the shortcomings of the threaded chat is the lack of awareness of new contributions. To address this issue, the Threaded Discussion tool provides the possibility to highlight the last n (configurable) contributions.
The unstructured nature of the standard chat also affects the kind and the length of the contributions, because the users may be taken to post shorter contributions in order not to lose the conceptual link with the reference contribution. Threaded chat does not suffer for this problem because threads allow to organize contributions, allowing the user to better focus on the content.
The Threaded Discussion tool can also be configured so that it uses categories, i.e., separate threaded chats with a name, that are accessible (and active) at the same time. This allows to structure the discussion along separate topics each one with its own separated threaded chat.
The categories are created at runtime and can be configured so that they can be created only by the teacher or by all the users. The Threaded Discussion tool can be configured so that it offers the possibility to tag each contribution with a label identifying the contribution type (for example Q:Question, A:Answers, C:Comment, and so on). Also this functionality is configurable, and the teacher can choose whether or not to use the tagging mechanism and can define the desired types (and their labels). The possibility to define new contribution types is important to assure the generality of the tool, since whatever closed set of predefined types would prove itself insufficient, sooner or later.
Another interesting feature provided by this tool is the possibility to add private contributions in a public threaded chat: given a threaded chat used by a group of users, anyone can add a private contribution, as a private annotation, that will not be seen by all other users. Also this functionality is configurable.
Other configurable options of the Threaded Discussion tool are about the structure of the tree underlying the threaded discussion: first, the number of allowed contributions for any user can be limited to bound the length discussion. This functionality is useful in classroom, when the dedicated time slot can be short. Also the maximum thread depth can be limited in order to avoid the creation of large thread trees usually uncomfortable to be read.
Graphical Tool
The Graphical Discussion tool allows synchronous messaging between users by representing each contribution as a box in a graphical space. Boxes can be linked by using connectors (Fig. 5, bottom) . This tool is designed to support the brainstorming process and the creation of conceptual maps but it is generic enough and malleable to satisfy other usage scenarios. The Graphical Discussion tool provides a graphical workspace where the user can structure a discussion through boxes containing the textual contributions. The boxes can be linked using arrows or lines to represent relations between the contributions. The boxes have two fields: title and text. The title (maximum 100 characters) is always visible in the shared space, while the text is visible by clicking on the box. The limit of 100 characters on the title is meant to avoid that the students may create a large contribution to hide the others. The tool can be configured to represent the contribution type through a label and a color. The set and the representation of the contribution types is not predefined, and new contribution types can be configured defining their representation. Similarly, new connectors types can be configured defining their style (e.g., solid, dash, dashdot, etc.), color, semantic and whether they should have an arrowhead or not.
As already noticed for the Threaded Discussion tool, the open set of contribution types and connectors ensures the generality of the tool, allowing the teacher to define the contributions types (and connectors types) best fitting his/her needs, during the creation of the session (Schwarz and Glassner, 2007) .
The Graphical Discussion tool can also be configured so that the contribution type can be applied (or changed) on the boxes after their creation. The rationale behind this choice is to not interrupt the flow of thoughts so the contribution can be, first, written and, then, categorized by assigning a contribution to it. Furthermore, the connectors can be configured so that they can have bend points (maximum 4) in order to make the diagrams more graphically pleasant and well-ordered.
Browser Tool
The Browser tool allows each student to browse the web within CoFFEE and is shown in Fig. 6 , on the left. It offers the standard functionalities of a personal web browser, but, being part of a distributed discussion system, it also provides the opportunity for the teacher to enable a "follow-me" mechanism. Once the teacher enable this mode, students' browsers will be automatically pointed to every URL is shown in the teacher's browser. The tool offers two different navigation experiences: guided and free. In the guided navigation mode, the teacher feeds students' browsers with links they have to visit, each student can continue the navigation on his own by following links he finds in the web page but cannot insert a new address (e.g., this is useful to limit navigation within a newspaper website). In the free navigation no limit is enforced to the navigation. Switching from a navigation mode to another is always possible while the tool is running. The tool is implemented as an embedded Internet Explorer browser. The advantage of embedding a browser into CoFFEE (with respect to the option of using a standard browser outside CoFFEE) allows to keep track of the links visited by the students during the CoFFEE session, in order to let teachers and researchers to analyze how the lesson has been carried out.
Shared Editor Tool
The Shared Editor tool (Fierro et al., 2009) allows to share in real time a document among the users. There are two kinds of access on the document: two users (the writers) can read and write at the same time the document while the other users (the readers) can see and browse the content of the document. The writers are the teacher and a student chosen by the teacher. Beyond the document sharing and editing, the tool provides also awareness about the changes produced by writers, as well as about the cursor position and the selection of each user, included the readers: in each moment each user knows where is the cursor or the selection of other users and this possibility supports awareness about the document changes as well as awareness of other users focus. As shown in Fig. 6 , on the right, the awareness about cursor position and selection is provided through colored markers on the side ruler (with colors associated with users) to provide a global overview of the position of each user. A more detailed information is provided by coloring the background of the text where is the cursor or the selection of other users. This tool has been developed starting from the plug-in Real Time Shared Editor RTSharedEditor developed within the Eclipse Communication Framework eclipseecf project. The Real Time Shared Editor is an Eclipse plug-in to support document sharing between two users and has no awareness about cursors position and text selection. We want to stress how the possibility to develop a shared editor directly from an existing tool was crucial for effectiveness and quick delivery and, in general, it confirms how the choice to design and develop CoFFEE on an open source, component-based platform (Eclipse) , with a wide development community, offers plenty of resources on which it is possible to develop new tools and functionalities without starting from scratch.
Positionometer
The Positionometer provides voting functionalities. A student can express his/her position on a subject proposed by the teacher. A snapshot showing one of the many possibilities of this tool is depicted in Fig. 7 . The teacher is able to perform multiple voting operations, configuring them on-the-fly. Each voting operation can be made visible to all the learners or only to the teacher and, later, if needed, shown as a result to all the class. It should be noticed that, differently from the other voting tools, this tool supports a dynamic view of the opinions of the learners, as the position of each user is immediately reported to all the learners or only to the teacher (depending on the configuration). Therefore, the teacher can have a Positionometer to measure the impact of the arguments on the views of the learners as the discussion takes place.
Other Tools
Several additional tools provide supplementary functionalities with respect to the structured discussion, and they can be composed to work with or without the discussion tools.
The Group Presence tool can be enabled for each group and provides users with presence awareness and group membership awareness. It can be configured to be colored so that each user is represented with a color depending on the group to which the user belonged in the previous step.
The CoWriter tool provides a shared editor with strict turn-taking: in each group, just one person can write, while the artifact is shown to everybody. The teacher can move the writing rights to another member of the group. This tool can be used, for example, to write reports of a session, where the writer represents the spokesperson for the group.
The Private Note tool provides a private text area to each user; it can be used to write personal notes or to prepare some contributions in advance.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The CoFFEE architecture has been designed following some guidelines which were identified as fundamental in order to achieve a versatile system. As a matter of fact, versatility is important for all CSCW systems, but it is crucial for face to face learning, because there are a lot of different possible scenarios, so it becomes essential to have a very general framework to address the general face to face situation and many integrated tools to provide different collaboration functions. Similar considerations are presented also in (Loll et al., 2012) , in this e-Book. So, our system has been designed keeping as underlying principle the need for easily modifiable software (Koch and Teege, 1999) and our research was focused in producing results, by aiming at tailorability.
The term tailorability indicates the possibility to modify the behavior or the appearance of a system following the change of the needs, expectations or usage scenarios. In general terms, user needs evolve over time and the groupware should be able to adapt as much as possible to user expectations. This means that the groupware should be able to adapt to different existing settings and to evolve to fit new scenarios (Dimitracopoulou, 2005) . Several kinds of tailorability have been identified in literature. The system should provide generic functionalities useful in different context, and then it should be able to customize the functionalities to adapt them to specific contexts, as well as it should be able to compose the functionalities selecting and using only those fitting a specific usage scenario. Furthermore, it should be able to extend the system by adding new functionalities so that it can evolve following new user needs. Several studies indicate the component based architectures as the most suitable software architecture to address the groupware tailorability requirements (Slagter et al., 2001; Hummes and Merialdo, 2000; Lonchamp, 2006a ) and our architecture has followed the same direction, as later described.
The need of a tailorable system has been confirmed and strengthened also during the development process. The LEAD project adopted a 'design research' strategy that blends empirical educational research with theory-driven design of learning environments. Theory-driven design implies that LEAD's learning environment reflects partners' principles and hypotheses about face-to-face problem-solving discussions in the classroom. To satisfy the theory-driven design requirement, we have structured the development process adopting the principles of the "Manifesto for Agile Software Development" (Agile Manifest, 2010) and several core practices of Extreme Programming XPsite. Among others, we have produced frequent releases, aiming to close frequently the customer-developer cycle to adapt and rectify the software to match users feedbacks. The frequent feedback from pedagogical partners often has highlighted the need of configuring the system in different way for different settings, scenarios and cultural practices. A relevant example is the capability to tag the contributions in the Threaded and Graphical tools to specify the contribution type: different cultural practices have generated the request to make the mechanism configurable to allow tagging before or after typing the contribution. This is just an example of how a specific tool configuration option meets a users' customization need: indeed, most of the tools configuration options have as origin and objective the satisfaction of a customization need.
We describe, now, the Technology and the Architecture of CoFFEE, so that we later relate the design of CoFFEE to its tailorability.
CoFFEE TECHNOLOGY
CoFFEE architecture is based on a foundational component-based framework: the Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP) Eclipse. The Platform is based on the core functionalities of Eclipse, a component-based Integrated Development Environment that, besides being an open development platform for building extensible development frameworks, also offers RCP to build general purpose applications using the Eclipse architecture.
The first reason for which we have chosen to design CoFFEE applications as Eclipse based applications is related to the tailorability of Eclipse: its plug-in based architecture addresses several aspects of the tailorability. In particular the tailorability by integration (end users are able to select functions from a list of available functions) and the tailorability by expansion (the set of function to choose from can be extended by adding new building blocks) are fully addressed by Eclipse and its extendible architecture. Moreover, it is a well-established product, open source and Java-based, and this ensures sustainability of the project, by providing the availability to new scenarios and services, beyond a wide set of pre-existent plug-ins providing useful functionalities.
Given these consideration, we have used Rich Client Platform as the foundation framework for our architecture: each component (Session Controller, Session Discusser, Class Editor, Lesson Planner and Session Editor) is a Rich Client Application (RCA).
In the following we introduce briefly the Eclipse architecture, and then our approach to use RCP to build a face to face collaborative application.
Eclipse
The component based architecture of Eclipse is grounded on three key concepts: plug-ins, extension-point and lazy activation.
A plug-in is the smallest independent software unit; even if a tool could be composed by more than one plug-in, the term plug-in is often used as "tool" or "component". Every plug-in declares its identity and properties in a manifest file 1 , so these information are available without activating the plug-in. The extensionpoints define the rules of plug-ins composition: an extension-point is the point exposed by a plug-in to allow extensions from other plug-ins. The plug-in that exposes the extension-point is the plug-in host, while the plug-in that provides the extension is the plug-in extender (see Fig. 8 ). The plug-in host declares the extension-point in its manifest file, as well as the plug-in extender declares the extension in its manifest file, so that the information about extension relationship between the two plug-ins are available without activating them.
The lazy activation is the property that allows to activate a plug-in on demand, so that there can be a lot of installed plug-ins but only few active.
As shown in Fig. 9 , in the Eclipse architecture there are three groups of plug-ins: the core (the Rich Client Platform), the main application (that in Eclipse is the development environment) and the optional plug-ins. The RCP and the optional plug-ins can be used to build general purpose applications. 
Rich Client Platform as a basis for CoFFEE
We are going to describe, now, how we have designed CoFFEE applications leveraging on RCP. In particular, we refer to the main applications of the CoFFEE suite, the Controller and Discusser. The other applications have a similar approach.
We have designed these applications by defining two levels (see Fig. 10 ): the Core level and the Tools level.
The Core level provides all the functionalities required to manage a set of tools: it defines the integration rules of tools, manages the tools life cycle and provides to every tool (as well as to new tools in the future) a set of general, horizontal features. The collaboration tools can provide any kind of functionality (free chat, structured chat, graphic shared editor, mix of previous, games, etc.); they must only observe the composition rules fixed by the Core.
In this architecture, a tool consists of two main plug-ins: a server side extending the Controller and a client side extending the Discusser. Often a tool has also a plug-in containing the resources common to its client and server components.
The integration of the tools on the cores is managed with the extension-point mechanism: we have defined on the cores an extension point specifying which information and API must be provided by the tools. Any tool wishing to extend CoFFEE has to provide a server component and a client component and both the components have to extend the extension point, providing the required information and API.
The Core analyzes the extensions to the extension-point at runtime, so it is possible to add a tool to the system without changing the Core.
The plug-in based architecture allows to build each tool component with its own server embedded. The idea of a server for each tool has two reasons; first, in this way the Core ignores completely the tools details (and the tools servers details), so that whatever tool will be needed, it could be added without modifying the Core, since the tool embeds its own specific server functionalities; second, since there is a separate server for each tool, in each moment only the required tool servers are running, thanks to the lazy activation property.
So, the strongly component oriented architecture of Eclipse assures tailorability by integration and by expansion: the users can choose the desired tool in a set of tools, and this set can be expanded by adding new tools that will be integrated thanks to plug-ins and extension-point concepts. Furthermore, the lazy activation assures scalability: each collaborative tool will be activated only when required.
CoFFEE ARCHITECTURE
In the previous section we have described how we have used the RCP to design CoFFEE, while in this section we are going to illustrate the details of CoFFEE architecture. In particular we will describe the components implementing the communication functionalities and how they support the component based architecture previously illustrated.
The communication functionalities concern both the core level (among the CoFFEE Controller and CoFFEE Discusser cores) and the tools level (among the server-side and client-side of each tool).
The network communication between the distributed components is based on the Eclipse Communication Framework (ECF) that is a subproject of Eclipse community and provides a framework for supporting the development of distributed Eclipse-based tools and applications requiring messaging functionalities. We use two kinds of communication objects provided by ECF: the containers and the shared objects. The containers provide access to a communication protocol while the shared objects (hosted by a container) manage the messaging. The shared object are hosted by the container and are univocally identified within that container. A shared object can send/receive messages only to/from other shared objects with the same ID hosted at remote containers.
In CoFFEE we have used the ECF components so that Controller and Discussers have containers able to connect to each other. Moreover the Controller and the Discussers have a shared object hosted on their own containers to send and receives messages about the collaborative process, like messages to activate tools, to block/unblock a user, and so on. About the communication among server-side and client-side of the tools, it is implemented by using a shared object in each tool. In Fig. 10 , for example, the server and client of the Graphical Discussion Tool use a shared object with id `A', while the server and client of the Threaded Discussion tool use a shared objet with id `B'. Since the communication happens only among shared objects with the same id, the Graphical Discussion Server communicates with its own clients and the Threaded Discussion server communicates only with its own clients. This schema allows to use several tools at the same time but also several instances of the same tool because the id of the shared objects are univocally determined.
In detail, each tool provides its functionalities as a Service, which is a pair (GUI, SharedObject) where the GUI (Graphical User Interface) provides the tool functionalities to the user while the shared object is in charge of communication. Each Service represents (an instance of) the tool functionalities and, potentially, a tool can have several independent Service instances running at the same moment. This is one of the key architectural points where the flexibility is grounded. The state of the GUI of a Service on a CoFFEE Discusser determines the state of that Service for that student; the graphical interface can be visible or invisible, enabled or disabled:
• The service is active for a student if the GUI is visible AND enabled on its Discusser;
• The service is frozen (i.e., it does not allow interactions but can be seen) for a student if the GUI is visible AND disabled on its Discusser; this happen because the service belongs to a precedent step or turn-taking is going on in the classroom (managed by the teacher on the Controller);
• The service is unavailable for a learner if the GUI is not visible on its Discusser; this situation happens when students are split in groups: each student sees the tools of his own group but cannot see the tools of other groups.
Another component provided by ECF is the message processor: each shared object can have a set of message processors which "listen" the messages arrived to the shared object and "do something" as reaction to the message. "Doing something" may be logging the message, analyzing the message, managing system state or doing some tool specific action.
We have used three kind of message processors associated with each shared object:
• The message processor responsible of tracing;
• The message processor responsible of the system state;
• The message processor responsible of the tool-specific semantic.
The first two message processors are defined in the core of the Controller and are associated with each shared object hosted on the container. The third one is defined by each tool (even if a super class implements common logic).
This schema allows easy management of tracing and system state for every tool, with minimal efforts for each tool to respect message format. Further message processors can be added, both in the core of the Controller and in tool, so further mechanisms can be integrated in the system both as horizontal services provided to every tool and as tool-specific functionality. As an example, we are currently working by using this approach to integrate a message processor for basic quantitative analysis of interactions (in other words, it provides the number of messages generated by each student).
GUIDELINES OF CoFFEE DESIGN
In the previous section we have described the architecture and some implementation details of CoFFEE. The design of the whole system has been deeply influenced by the need of achieving a tailorable system. While the tailorability as a well known requirement of groupware has been introduced in section Design and Development Process, here we present in more details several facets of tailorability and how the CoFFEE architecture match them. Let us report the key concepts that we are going to widen: Several terms, beyond tailorability (Slagter et al., 2000) , have been used to indicate several kinds of tailorability: malleability (Lonchamp, 2006c) to identify the possibility of customizing the behavior of existing functionalities, extensibility to indicate the possibility to add new functionalities, composability to indicate the possibility to choose the desired functionalities among a predefined set (ter Hofte, 1998). These kinds of tailorability present an increasing level of complexity, both for the designers and developers and for end users. For this reasons we believe that it is necessary also to identify the target user of the kinds of tailorability. We can identify four categories of users for groupware systems:
• The end user (in our scenario, the learner), who participates in the collaborative process;
• The empowered user (in our scenario, the teacher), who leads the collaborative process;
• The researcher (in our scenario, pedagogical researcher), who studies and does experiments with the groupware;
• The developer, who implements the groupware.
Our definition of tailorability allows to clearly identify the categories of users which each different tailorability is aiming to and is inspired, in general, by the structure provided by (Slagter et al., 2000 (Slagter et al., , 2001 ) with a user-centered approach that instantiates the stakeholders of tailorability's advantages. In our view, four different (and increasingly complex) forms of tailorability can be envisioned:
• Tailorability by Customization: it is the simplest form of tailorability; it allows to configure the basic properties of a groupware, to slightly modify the behavior of a functionality. CoFFEE provides Customization both at the core level and at the tools level. At the core level CoFFEE allows to customize the session execution defining groups, steps and several general properties (for example, it is possible to show or not the group work to each other groups).
Moreover, CoFFEE provides tailorability by customization at tools level because each component, that defines a tool, can provide its own configuration options, so that each tool is generic enough to be adaptable to many different contexts and scenarios. This kind of tailorability is granted to the teacher (power user) in the session design phase: the teacher can fully configure each tool as desired, through the Session Editor application.
• Tailorability by Integration (or Composability): it allows the user to select the desired functionalities (tools) from a predefined set that is given within the system. It requires predefined communication interfaces between the components. In (ter Hofte, 1998) three composability levels are defined: coexistence (the simplest one), connecting components with predefined communication interfaces, custom composition of components; in our definition only the first two levels fit within the tailorability by integration, while we exploit the third level in the two next definitions. CoFFEE provides tailorability by Integration by offering the possibility to structure the collaborative process in a session, defining the sequence of collaborative steps and selecting, for each step, the desired tools. This is possible because each tool is an independent component which can be activated on demand. Similarly to the previous case, this kind of tailorability is granted to the power user in the session design phase.
• Tailorability by Expansion: the user is empowered to widen the set of available functionalities by adding new, compatible tools to the system. This property is ensured by the plug-in based architecture inherited by Eclipse and is granted both to the powered user and to the developer. The developer can design a new tool for CoFFEE following the plug-in based design and its integration model without knowing CoFFEE implementation details. A new tool must extends an extension point and some classes (related to the communication framework and user interface) defined by CoFFEE. However, CoFFEE provides a template of basic tool `ready to be developed', which implements the right extensions. The teacher (or the researcher) can download and upgrade new tools (RCP provides a mechanism to install new plug-ins and update old ones) developed by independent developers for the CoFFEE framework.
• Tailorability by Extension (or Extensibility): it allows the user to add new components from third parties in the groupware without changing the existing components. This requires open standards for interoperability. This property is different from the previous one since this does not refer to components designed for CoFFEE. During the design of CoFFEE we aimed to achieve Tailorability by Extension making the extension process as simpler as possible, however, the possibility to add third party tools does not depend only by CoFFEE system but also by the third party components. Anyway, CoFFEE provides the possibility to integrate external tools wrapped in a CoFFEE box, as we made for experimental studies when we integrated the chat of Drew [1] system in CoFFEE. This is not yet an established extension method and will be one of the future developments.
In general terms, the end user (in CoFFEE, the learner) needs only the configurability of the system (Tailorability by Customization). The empowered user (the facilitator, in CoFFEE the teacher) needs the Tailorability by Integration. The researcher requires to expand the fixed set of tool with new additional services/tools (Tailorability by Expansion). Finally, the developer is entitled to the full tailorability that can be offered, by extending the system with newly designed tools (Tailorability by Extension).
This (skewed) "pyramid" of tailorability with the relationship to the users categories is depicted in Fig. 11 . In general, the design will be careful to achieve tailorability with simplicity and usability in all the contexts, by separating, for example, (potentially complex) configuration by the (simpler) execution, as well as providing a consistent hierarchy of complexity in the level of configuration that is needed. The trade-off between tailorability and simplicity will be exploited by the design, by addressing different needs in different scenario, realized by users with different capabilities and diverse background (a teacher, a researcher, an informal meeting facilitator, etc.).
Another important argument for CSCW face to face systems, is low cost deployment, that is, easy start up, management and low network requirements, because systems are applied to end users that may have no specific abilities and experiences to configure complex systems in the meeting rooms. As a matter of fact, we consider the low cost deployment as a fundamental point to encourage real use of co-located systems: such systems should be easy to install, to configure, to use and to manage. Therefore, a significant aspect of our work will be in achieving the best trade-off of effective collaboration features coupled with a low cost deployment requirements.
CoFFEE FEATURES
Several features offered by CoFFEE come from the LEAD project specific indications and from previous works about groupware. Here we present the set of features provided by CoFFEE as a pyramidal structure so that we can describe not only each functionality but also illustrate the relationships between them. The structure we are going to describe is inspired by the work presented in (Sarma et al., 2004) , where the authors describe a classification of the services that a collaborative software development should provide to the final user. They draw the set of collaborative services as a pyramid, starting from the basic functionalities (bottom in the pyramid) to advanced functionalities (top). This is a hybrid diagram where a 2-dimensional grid structure is superimposed to a hierarchical diagram where an item depends on (i.e., is based on) the item(s) it is placed on. It is a flexible way of representing both classification and dependencies. We use the same kind of classification to structure the set of services addressing the basic issues in the groupware design.
The structure of the functionalities set is depicted as a pyramid in Fig. 12 and is related to the assumption of designing a component based system. The horizontal dimension of the grid structure defines the kind of services that are provided, namely, Control Services and Tools Support Services. We define Control Services as the (collaborative) system utilities providing several functionalities to manage the components, while the Tools Support Services are functionalities inherited by tools and contribute to integrate several different tools seamlessly. Along the vertical dimension of the grid, we draw on the scale used in (Sarma et al., 2004) to describe the comfort degree of the services: the lower level (basic) identifies the services which are essentials for groupware; the middle level (enhanced) provides services which are important utilities to improve the collaboration; the highest level (comfort) identifies the services which address advanced needs in groupware.
In the following, we present the set of features we have identified extending the patterns presented in (Guerrero and Fuller, 2001 ) with the functionalities elicited from existing groupware and our experience in developing CoFFEE Belgiorno et al., 2008; Manno et al., 2007) and we explain the position of each service in the pyramid. 
CONTROL SERVICES
Control Services provide general functionalities to manage collaboration, from tools life cycle management to orchestration or groups management.
Communication Framework is the ground on which any groupware is based on: any collaborative functionality needs communication among collaborators. Leveraging our system on RCP and then on ECF allowed us to use a communication framework that provides a high level of abstraction, which allowed us easy implementation of communication so that we could focus our work on developing a wide set of tools.
Tools Life Cycle Management is the functionality in charge of discovering and starting (possibly on demand) the collaborative tools; it should be able to manage multiple instance of multiple tools. CoFFEE provides this functionality thanks to the RCP architecture, which offers a well established mechanism for the integration of new tools, where integration includes discovering and start-up by providing these components with basic common functionalities.
Authentication allows users to be identified. Since the possibility to identify the users, at least using a nickname, is necessary in the collaborative process, the authentication is considered a basic functionality in the groupware design. The user authentication can vary from simple login with a (nick) name to the registration at a server with credentials identifying users and it can imply the definition of roles and rights for users. Furthermore, several authentication policies can be applied: the authentication can involve the whole environment or a single (or a set of) collaborative tool. Given the scenario of the LEAD project, CoFFEE provides a nickname based identification against the classroom roster.
Inter-Tool Communication is the possibility to achieve communication among different tools integrated in a groupware. This possibility has several degrees of complexity. The first scenario is about the communication among tools designed together (i.e., since the early design phase) to exchange messages with each other: in this case the communication among the tools can be embedded within the tools. The second scenario concerns the communication among tools designed to send or receive messages with other tools without specific knowledge about the other tools; in this case each tool is enabled to send messages about its own state and events to other tools, and is enabled to receive and interpret messages of the other tools to which it is interested in. This requires that the tool that has to interpret messages from other tools must have knowledge about their content. The third scenario concerns the possibility to exchange messages among pre-existent tools that were not designed to communicate. This requires changes in the tools to create the conditions of the previous scenario, enabling the tools to send, receive and interpret the messages of the other tool. The request for this functionality is arisen late in the development of CoFFEE and is one of the tasks in the future works.
Floor Control concerns systems which may need to regulate users interactions through enabling and disabling users to act on the system. Given the usage scenario of the LEAD project, CoFFEE offers the possibility to block/unblock students activity. The block/unblock mechanism is managed by communication of blocking messages among the core of Controller and Discusser; the block/unblock messages cause the disabling/enabling of the GUI of the tools, but does not effect the shared objects, so that the learners continue to see the interactions even if they cannot participate. This mechanism has been a successful point in the usage of CoFFEE because it allows the teacher to apply a turn taking mechanism, to force students attention in a face to face activity but also to block undesired actions.
Tools Layout Management concerns systems which uses (and displays) several collaborative tools at the same time. In our scenario several tools could be activated dynamically and each tool could ignore its co-existence with other tools, so we need to arrange the user interface independently from tools. The display of multiple tools in CoFFEE is managed by the core of Controller and Discusser, which allocate the screen spaces for the tools. Each tool has only to indicate its position in the layout in its own configuration during the session design. This implementation allows to integrate new tools without being worried of their layout with other tools.
Groups Management concerns systems that support splitting of users in groups. In our scenario, splitting users in groups is a functionality of the teacher. CoFFEE allows to split the students in groups and the groups can use different collaborative tools. The composition of groups can be changed dynamically. This functionality has been implemented enabling, for each student, only the tools GUI of its own group, while the tools GUI of other groups are disabled, even if they can be optionally displayed at the end of the step. The dynamic change of groups composition is quick and easy, because it only requires changing the enabled GUI. Groups management has been a relevant feature in CoFFEE because it is fundamental to support the implementation of pedagogical models.
Orchestration allows to organize the collaborative process by providing a predefined sequence of activities and related tools (i.e., scripts) or by providing a mechanism to launch the desired collaborative tools on the fly. CoFFEE provides scripting support through the creation, customization and execution of sessions, but allows also to start any tool separately, as an extra step of the session sequence, if this is needed. The orchestration service is needed in learning environments to drive the learning process through a sequence of phases toward final learning results. Dynamic activation of tools is useful, on the other hand, to provide flexibility to the script as well as to execute the collaborative process without a script.
TOOLS SUPPORT SERVICES
In addition to the control services, in the pyramid we have defined a set of Tools Support Services, providing functionalities that are common to every tool, so that each tool integrated in the environment can obtain those functionalities for free.
State Management is responsible for the whole system state (as the set of tool activated and their sequence of activation) as well as for providing support to manage the content of each tool. We need to be able to re-conduct the system in a given state in successive executions. The state management is an `invisible' feature but it is fundamental for other features as the late comer management or the print out of the whole system content. CoFFEE manages the runtime state as the sequence of received messages and is implemented through the message processors defined at the core level. This implementation allows to integrate new tools without requiring the developers to know the system state management.
Activity Awareness allows to gather information about users' activity and provides feedback (for example, which tool a user is using and how many contributions he has made). In our scenario this kind of functionality provides feedback to the teacher about students activity and aims to support the learning scaffolding.
Latecomers Management concerns the users who join a collaborative session that already started. CoFFEE provides a mechanism so that latecomer users can achieve the set of active tools and their content. The latecomer management uses the system state management functionality.
Persistence concerns both the set of activated tools with their activation sequence and the content of each tool. The system allows to save and reload the state of the collaborative process. This functionality has been implemented as a tracing mechanism which writes the sequence of messages and other event (like session start, step forwarding, and so on). The trace can be reloaded for subsequent collaborative sessions.
Print Out is self-explanatory and depends on the state management functionality because it needs to access the state of tools.
CoFFEE provides the print out functionality as the whole system content, which is connected users, sequence of active tools and their content. A key point is providing the print out functionality to each tool ensuring at the same time that the whole outcome appears well integrated, thereby perceived by users as a seamless printout instead of a set of independent print out of tools.
Interactions Analysis Support is a relevant aspect to review the collaboration process and highlight the effectiveness of the adopted strategies. This functionality has been implemented in two levels. At runtime, a message processor provides information about the amount of messages sent by each user. At the same time, the Controller writes a trace that can be replayed through the CoFFEE Replayer. The Replayer is another application of the CoFFEE suite, with a user interface similar to the Controller, but which is able to read a trace and replay it (with play, pause, fast forward and rewind actions). The Replayer is also integrated with a tool for trace analysis, Tatiana (Dyke et al., 2007 (Dyke et al., , 2009 ). This functionality is particularly relevant in a learning environment, where the teacher has to evaluate students achievements.
Tools Development Support is the highest level of our pyramid and concerns the creation and integration of new tools. The simpler way to support the creation of collaborative tools is obviously by providing information about the use of lower level services and about the rules to integrate the new tool. However, the highest kind of support that an assisted authoring service can provide is the automatic creation of templates of collaborative tools based on the lower level services, so that the developer can start from a model already integrated.
CoFFEE provides Tools development support by implementing an Eclipse-based wizard to create a template of a CoFFEE tool, realizing both server and client sides. It allows the developers to easily implement tools that expand CoFFEE: it does not require CoFFEE -expert programmers since simple fill-in-the-blank skeletons are provided to begin the development with.
CoFFEE wizard can be integrated within the Eclipse development environment and it provides two templates, the Empty Tool Template and the Chat Tool Template.
The first template builds the skeleton of a standard CoFFEE tool with fill-in-blank classes ready to implement message exchange, while the second template creates a basic chat tool ready to use (or to start from to develop more complex tools). Each template project creates the three following plug-ins implementing:
• The client-side plug-in: it implements the user interface of the client component of the tool, the communication service with the server and a class to manage the life cycle of multiple instances of the client component of the tool.
• The server-side plug-in: it implements the user interface of the server component of the tool, the communication service with the clients and a class to manage the life cycle of multiple instances of the server component of the tool.
• The common resources: it includes all the source code common to client and server.
The development support represents a fundamental step to improve the expandability of a groupware and has been a fundamental point to expand the set of CoFFEE tools.
CoFFEE EVALUATION
CoFFEE has been used in real school settings in numerous experimentations, both within (Enriquez et al., 2008) and outside the LEAD project. CoFFEE has been also used within a course applied to Italian teachers (in scientific matters) interested in deepening collaborative problem solving approaches (Criscuolo and Gnudi, 2009) . Further experimentations are currently going on in Italy at secondary schools and are documented at the Italian community site of CoFFEE CoffeeSoftIt.
Within the LEAD project many experimentations have been conducted with CoFFEE, involving around 30 teachers and 400 students from four countries (Italy, France, United Kingdom, Netherlands). From the experimentation results, CoFFEE meets its original objectives of supporting face to face technology mediated discussions. The key factor is CoFFEE flexibility, that allows customization to the needs of specific contexts, by enhancing student participation in debates though parallelism and anonymity and increasing the productivity of those debates by providing persistent representations.
In the following we report the final considerations of our pedagogical partner about several aspects of the system (Overall conclusions from document "Evaluation of research year 3", LEADDL43) and we comment these outcomes to highlight the relationships with CoFFEE design decisions. CoFFEE flexibility comes both from the variety of tools provided and from the generality of tools, which can be used in several different ways. This characteristic depends on the architecture that we have designed, that allows to extend the set of available tools and at the same time to keep the system seamless.
Flexibility
Each tool is an independent component, implementing its specific functionalities; this means that the integration of a new tool in the system does not influence the other tools and, then, every new kind of tool can be designed for CoFFEE. However, the core offers a set of functionalities to manage the general behavior of the system so that it results as a well integrated environment. A direct consequence of this design is the flexibility of the tools: since each tool is an independent component, it defines its own configuration options and allows to customize its behavior and appearance without requiring to the core level any knowledge about tool details. The core has to be able to manage a generic tool configuration to create and customize scripts with specific tools configuration options, but has no necessity to know configuration details. The possibility to integrate new tools seamlessly and their configurability are the technical issues that we have faced to realize the flexibility reported from the experimentations.
Productivity
"CoFFEE's permanent record of classroom activity provides support for students to build and refine knowledge both during and after the lesson".
The permanent record, as well as the printed-output, provided by CoFFEE leverage on the component based architecture of the system: they are two of horizontal functionalities offered by the core level to all the tools. Again, each tool implements its specific output functionalities so that the core has no need to known specific representation for tools contents, while the core is able to manage the generic output of each tool to create a well blended output. Note that each tool has just to provides its specific output functionalities to get for free the tracing (and tracing reloading) and the printed-output.
Anonimity
"Anonymous students were more willing to express a change in their position and express more independent views than in public context. Anonymity in the discussion encourages students' participation. This suggests that anonymity benefits students' engagement in classroom discussion without the threat of public exposure".
The anonymity is not a functionality that has to be explicitly designed for each specific tool: it can be applied to several kind of tools, so it is implemented as a functionality offered by the core to each tool. Then, the designer of a new tool has just to implement the semantics and the specific behavior to manage the anonymous mode. Again, this architectural approach contributes to make CoFFEE a well integrated environment of independent tools.
Other Features
Other fundamental functionalities are implemented at the core level and offered to every tool.
The latecomer management is offered by the core level: this implies that any tool integrated in CoFFEE achieve the synchronization of latecomer for free.
The groups management is also implemented at the core level: any tool has nothing to do to manage nor the groups of learners neither the skip from a group to another.
The possibility to freeze one or more students preventing them to contribute is managed at the core level and provided to each tool.
The management of the layout of the tools is implemented at the core level: each tool ignore its and others position within the view.
All these functionalities provided by the core to every tool allow the tools to be focussed on their specific functionalities and at the same time, make the integration seamless: the architecture that we have designed has allowed us to achieve a system with an extendible set of independent tools in a well-integrated environment.
CONCLUSIONS
CoFFEE has been designed and developed within the LEAD Project and several of its characteristics have been proven successful in the evaluation that was conducted in the project. But, now, CoFFEE represents a steady environment where new tools are added regularly and new uses are found and reported, for example, for WebQuests (Belgiorno et al., 2009) or in software engineering practices (Erra and Scanniello, 2009 The results reported from CoFFEE evaluation within and outside LEAD project confirm how the design of the architecture has produced tangible effects on the system pedagogical effectiveness and overall sustainability of the platform.
